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ABSTRACT

A quantitative model for the prediction of the lethality of unprotected persons
due to debris and fragments is presented. The model provides the basis for the
quantitative assessment of hazards caused by debris and fragments from various
sources such as crater ejecta, building debris and fragments from bombs and

( shells.
In a first step, the effects of a single piece of debris onto exposed persons
are investigated. The lethalities of different body regions are evaluated in
terms of the debris characteristics.
In a second step, the lethality caused by the whole debris shower is obtained
by superp.)sition.
A sample application shows how the model can be used to predict the lethality
caused by crater ejecta from surface explosions on soil
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INTRODUCTION

In Switzerland, the safety of manufacturing and storage of ammunition and explo-

sives has, for some time, been assessed by means of a quantitative risk analysis.

In this analysis the expected damage in case of a possible explosion is estimated.

For this purpose, the effects of an explosion as well as the danger resulting to

persons at each location in the surroundings of the potential source of explosion

must be known.

In the course of compiling data on explosion effects it was noticed that only few

data are available on the effects of debris and fragments. Often, these effects

cause the dominating risk for persons in the open. To fill this gap, a comprehen-

sive research programme has been started in Switzerland. This paper summarizes

the results of the efforts to develop a model for the quantitative assessment of

the lethality for persons exposed to debris throw.

In addition, the results of the application of the model to hazards created by

crater debris from surface explosions on soil are presented.

STRUCTURE OF THE PROBLEM

The assessment of the lethality of persons caused by debris throw can be divided

into the investigation of the debris showerand the investigation of the effects

on persons (see page 2).

The properties of the debris shower caused by explosions depend on many parameters:

type of explosive, casing and confinement of the charge, height of burst, sur-

roundings (e.g. barricades, woods, topography), etc. Therefore, a general treat-
ment is hardly possible.

To serve as an illustration, the results of the investigation about crater debris

shower characteristics caused by surface explosions on soil are presented in the

example at the end of this paper.

The investigation of the effects of debris on persons can be subdivided in the

evaluation of the lethalities caused by single debris and the determinatioo of
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the lethality caused by the whole debris shower.

Investigation of Investigation of the
the Debris Shower Effects on Persons

Figure 1: Structure of the problem: Lethality caused by debris throw

1: INVESTIGATION OF THE LETHALITY CAUSED BY SINGLE DEBRIS

characteristics relevant for the lethality are assumed to be known.

For the determination of the lethality, the following two factors are of import-

ance:

T . Location of impact on human body

1 Probability of this location being hit by a single piece of debris
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Influence of the location of Impact

IF; In our model, the location of an impact is being accounted for by dividing the

body into several regions. It is assumed that the sensitivity to debris remainsv i'approximately the same at all points within one region.

The body can, of course, be divided into any number of such regions. However,

this is sensible, only insofar as it is possible to provide quantitative informa-

tion concerning the different sensitivities.

In the example of Figure 2, the body has been divided into four regions.

For the individual regions, the probability that a single impacting piece of de-

bris would be lethal has to be determined. This probability is called the basic

lethality XBij of debris i on region j. These basic lethalities depend on many

parameters which concern the characteristics of the debris as well as those of

the exposed person itself. Figure 3 shows the most important parameters which in-

fluence the basic lethalities:

Characteristics of
debris:

- size
-mrass

-fomi
- drag coefficient
- irpact velocity

Characteristics of
exposed persons

- size of the person
- weight
- age
- sex

- health

Figure 3: Parameters influencing the basic lethalities
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To give an example, basic lethalities caused by impacting, non-penetrating debris

(e.g. crater debris) are given in Figure 4. These lethalities were established dur-

ing the evaluation of various data of the respective literature (Ref. 2-9). In --

the case of non-penetrating debris it is normally assumed that their kinetic ener- (p

gy (mv2/2) is the decisive factor for the lethality.
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Figure 4: Basic lethalities due to impacting (non-penetrating) debris depending
on kinetic energy

In addition, Figure 4 shows the 79-Joule-criterion (= 58 ft. 1b) which is also

used in the NATO Safety Principles for the storage of ammunition and explosives

(Ref. 10). As mentioned in Ref. 11, this very old criterion appears to have been
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borrowed initially from the German Army Doctrine (Ref. 12) at the beginning of

this century. In its crudest form, this criterion stated that missiles with less

than 79 J oF kinetic energy do not kill, and that those with more than 79 J do

kill.

4 - Figure 4 tells us that this criterion overestimates the effects of non-penetrat-

ing debris.

Probability of hitting a given location

For the investigation of the lethalities caused by a single piece of debris, the

probability of each region being hit plays an important role. To account for this

probability, the projected area Aij of the body region j onto the horizontal sur-

face (see Figure 5) is used. These projected areas mainly depend on size, position

(standing, lying, sitting) and orientation (front, back, side) of the exposed per-

son. In comparison to this, the NATO Safety Principles assume the projected area

of the whole body to be constant (A = 0.58 m2).

N2X.-

frontal lateral

Figure 5: Projected areas of the body regions onto the horizontal surface;

Example: impact angle aE 800
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Lethality catsed by single debris

Using the two definitions "Basic Lethality xB ..' and "Projected Area Ai" the
lethality of a single piece of debris hitting the body (anywhere) can be estab- 0e
lished as follows:

"1 q
*1 Aj = l A B ij • A ij

Eq Aij

Lethality caused by multiple debris

Knowing the lethality xi of a single piece of debris hitting a body, the letha-
lity of p impacting debris can be calculated as follows:

1 - (l - xl)-(l - x 2).. . ( -0 xi).. ..( - A p) (2)

In practice, however, it is hard'y possible to determine the lethality Xi of
every single piece of a debris shower. It is necessary to make simplifications, 4--
for instance, by selecting groups of debris with similar characteristics -r,
(e.g. similar values for impact velocity and impact angle).

The debris density 6i is usually evaluated (number of debris per unit area) when

tests or hazard evaluations are made. Therefore, this quantity is used in Table
4 to characterize the number of debris in each group. Based on these data, the le-

thality of n debris groups can be calculated as follows:it n _q

x e- i i J I ij (3)

0
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Table 1: Debris groups
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The following equation results when equation (1) and (3) are combined:

n q
-i l [  " (xB"' A..)] (4)

,e 1j~ J 1

.I ; The literature often uses the debris mass density 6i (debris mass per unit area)

instead of the debris density 6. (debris of group i per unit area). Both quanti-

ties are connected as follows:

i m. (5)

= debris density of debris group i

'i. percentage of weight of debris group i

mi  = average debris mass of group i

S6 = debris mass density = debris mass of all groups per unit area

With relationship (5) formula (3) can be transformed into:

n q

= l-e M j=1 ij j (6)

f .1521
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EXAMPLE: LETHALITY DUL TO CRATER EJECTA FROM A SURFACE EXPLOSION ON SOIL

In Ref. 1, the described model has been applied for the evaluation of the letha-

lity of unprotected persons caused by uncased surface explosions on soil. In the

following, the results are shown together with the most important assumptions.

distame r

Figure 6: Problem: Lethality due to crater ejecta from a surface explosion
on soil

The investigation of the debris shower involves the foll(.,-.ng three steps:

Debris Show

:11

CIhjroclotskis of Do"u mmu Dabiis am*
ilskis ~ ~ ib~f da~ty 5

MASS
MSSECFIC 0

MASmWI lT I = s A

Figure 7: Set-up for the investigation of the debris shower
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Based on the evaluation of various data from the literature (Ref. 
13-20), the

1following crater ejecta characteristics have been established:

Table 2: Assumptions concerning the specifications of crater ejectakI
7, Properties Range Assumption for the Example

Form spherical to cubical

Drag. coeff. c0  0.47 < c0  < 0.80 c0  0.64

Density p 1700 kg < P < 2300 kg/m
3  p 2000 kg/rn

Impact Angle aE 600 < cOt < goo oE 800

Impact Velocity vE vE < Vballistlc 61 m vE 61 m

vE < initial velocity v0

A: (at horizontal terrain)

I:: The distribution of the debris mass depends on the type of ground, in the case of

cohesive soil also on the size of the charge. Figure 8 shows examples of typical

size distributions.

non-cohesie coheehi'e

/'

Go1100
40--

000t 0002 0006 .01 002 006 01 02 06 1 2 4 a(m)

II I t I I I , I I

Figure 8: Distribution of debris size and mass on various types of
ground and with different charge weights
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Upon using this model, it was assumed that the distribution of debris sizes in

percent does not depend on the distance from the charge. This simplification is
justified for charge weights up to approx. 100'000 kg (see Middle Gust Tests,
Ref. 20). In case of bigger charges one can find a disassociation with increas-
ing distances: medium-sized debris fly the farest, whereas extremely small and
extremely big fragments show a shorter trajectory.

By comparing numerous relationships found in the literature the debris mass
density 6 (- debris mass per horizontal unit area) was determined to be

27 • 1.4 . r-3.6
6 7Q r (7)

6 (kg/m 2), Q (kg), r (m)

The basic lethalities as listed in Figure 4 were used to describe the sensitivity
Of persons. The impace velocities vE according to Table 2 had to be adjusted as

the velocities vertical to the body surface are decisive for the basic lethali-

ties.

Based on these assumptions, the lethalities of unprotected persons caused by

crater ejecta can be calculated as follows:

: 6 _ -e_2 7 . Q1.4 -3.6 (8)

The values for 0 depend on the position and the orientation of the person, and
on the ground material. For standing persons and non-cohesive soil it amounts to
8 = 0.015. Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between lethality and distance
and the relationships for various charge weights Q.

Figure 9 also illustrates the lethality relationship for a charge weight of
100'000 kg based on the assumptions made on the sensitivity of persons in the

NATO Safety Principles (critical energy =79 joule, exposed area =0.58 in2).

This comparison shows that distances may differ by as much as a factor of two.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To allow the practical application of risk analyses, basic information

must be available on the dangers to which persons are exposed to by each of the

individual explosion effects. In the literature, however, only few data exist

with respect to the dangers to which persons are exposed because of debris and

Fragment throw. Therefcre, this problem has been extensively studied in Switzer-
land. In a first step, a model has been elaborated to determine the effects of
various types of debris and fragments.

The advantages of this model can be sumnarized as follows:

Differentiating of influencing parameters

A practically unlimited number of parameters relating to debris characteristics

or persons can be considered.

Systematic Set-up

By way of systematically structuring the model, the interrelationship between

the individual parameters and their influence on the lethality can clearly

be shown. I

General Applicability

The model is put together in such a way that it can be used for all kinds of

flying or dropping objects. Besides the presented example of the lethality
caused by crater ejecta, the model has also been used for the investigation

of debris from donor or acceptor buildings, for fragments of shells or bombs,

etc.

The applicability of this model is limited insofar as part of the required

quantitative information is unsufficient up to this day.

AC
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